Understanding
the Artmaking
Process:

Reflective Practice
BY SYDNEY WAlKER
Donald .Schon (1996a), renowned for the study of reflective practice with
professionals, observes about educational practice:
_So when I work with teachers or teacher educators, it seems to me that the Ciitical
issue to begin with is not what the students Ieam, or their difficulties, but how the
teachers have their own understandings of the matslial at hand. (np)

SchOn's conunents mitTor my own
concerns that mt educators and mt
teachers frequently lack sufficient and
tangible understandings of the processes
that distinguish mtmaking activity.
Personal expetience as an mt teacher
and an mt education professor working
with presenfice and practicing mt
teachers tells me that designing
meaningful attmaldng insh1.tction can be
quite difficult. The attmaking process is
one in \Vhich there m·e no light answers
atld, as SchOn desctibes the design
process, "a reflective conversation with
the matelials of a situation." SchOn
(1996a) explains:
It is rare that the designer has the
design all in her head in advance,
and then merely translates it. i\lost
of the time she is in a progressive

.~
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relationship-as she goes along,
she is makingjudgments.
Sometimes the designer's
judgments have the intimacy of a
conversational relationship, where
she is getting some response back
from the meditm1. (p. 4)
These defining charactelistics, an
open-ended situation directed by
ongoing dialogue, make for an elusive
process that is difficult to get one's hands
around. Howeve1~ substantive
knowledge about this process is needed
to guide effective planning for mtmaking
instntction. Tills article addresses this
concem by desclibing and analyzing the
results of a lO~week mt education studio
methods course that sought to develop
graduate and undergraduate students'
abilities to plan meaningful studio

What is it that artists do when they create artworks? How do artists pursue meaning?
instntction. A m~or strategy for accom·
plishing this objective was engaging the
graduate students (who ranged from
highly to less expelienced practicing mt
teachers and the undergraduate students
who were prepadng for futm:e practice)
with the mtmaking process in a highly
conscious and reflective manner. 1 The
mtmaking process, presented to the
graduate and undergraduate shtdents,
evolved from my study of the artistic
practice of munerous contemporaty
attists including sculptors, installation
mtists, photographers, and painters. Tile
study of these artists' practices 'vas
motivated by two questions: what is it that
mtists do when they create rutworks?
and, in paliicular, how do mtists pursue
meaning? The goal was to understand
conceptual approaches to artmaking and
comprehend how specific mtistic
practices enabled conceptualization.
Other researchers and educators have
used a similar methodology such as
Schon's (1985) in-depth stmlies of the
professional practice of architects and
graphic designers and :rvranuel Barkan's
ground-breaking mt education
cuniculum refonns of the 1960s that
approached mt cuni.culum tlu·ough the

PERSONAL
CONNECTIONS

practice of mt professionals. Barkan
(1962) argued that" ... mtistic activity
anywhere is the same, whether at the
frontier of mt or in a third-grade
classroom ... The difference is in degree
not kind" (p. 14). The 1980s disciplinebased mt education movement that
followed Barkan's lead also proposed that
the practices of professional mtists, mt
critics, att histmians, and aestheticians
should serve as models for classroom
instmction (Clark, Day, and Greer, 1987).
More recently, political activist mtist,
E<lgat'Heap-of-Birds Hachi\1 (2000),
<lesclibes a teaching philosophy that
looks to professional mtistic practice to
develop student understandings about the
mtmaking process. Heap-of-Birds Hachivi
describes his instn1ctional rnethods in the
following mmmer;
The flrst step in teaching is one of
infonning and inspiting the shtdent
with various methods of mtistic
practice concentrating particularly
upon the conceptual themes of
mtists ... This examination of the
artists' notions. is best done through
\odeo-taped mtist interviews. (np)
SchOn, Barkan, Clark, et al., and
Heap-of-Birds Hachivi, mirror my own

BIG IDEAS

belief that professional mtistic practice
can serve as a productive model to
instmct students about the mtmaking
process and its conceptualization.

The Artmaking Process
In resem·ching contempormy attistic
practice, I identifled the use of big ideas
as a m[\jor conceptual factor that shapes
the mtist's practice (Walker, 2001). Big
ideas can be chm·actelized as themes,
issues, or perhaps questions that
captivate the mtist for extended time
periods, often for years. The artmaking
process under discussion in this mticle
utilizes big ideas as a conceptual centerpiece that is elaborated by other elements
such as personal cmmections, knowledge,
mtmaking problems, and boundmies.
This stmcture pr0\1des insight into the
conceptual nature of the artmaking
process, but it does not offer hm·d and fast
rules of practice. That is, the enactment
of these elements canies great diversity
\vith individual artists, and the study of
individual mtl!lts can be extremely
profitable in revealing a rm>ge of strategies
and methods with these different
elements.

ARTMAKING
PROBLEM

KNOWLEDGE BASE

CONCEPTUAL STRATEGIES

Figure 1. The Artmaking Process
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Engaging the Artmaking Process

Similarly, the mt education students

One undergraduate, who participated
in the studio methods course, 2 remarked:

engaged artmaking tlu-ough indh1dual

m1en I began this class, I thought,
'hey, I know this, this is all stuff
I've already done in my own art.'
I wasn't sure why we had to take a

whole class on the artmaking
process. Obviously, we had all
made mt before, light? So we

should all be familiar with the
process, 1ight? It was only after
I really started working w1th the
ideas and trying to apply them to
other rutists that I realized how
complex these concepts are. 3
This student is conect. These concepts

appear simple but often after engaging
them in reflective practice their
complexity becomes more apparent.
The undergraduate and graduate

students initially investigated the
mtmaking process in the practices of

projects focused around big ideas of their
own such as identity, humans and nature,
relationships, spilituality, and power. The

students also selected a related topic for
the big idea. For example, a graduate
student selected identity as a big idea and
the topic of male litual, and an undergraduate chose identity as a big idea, but
looked to advertising media as a topic.
A crucial aspect of this mtmaldng
expelience was maintaining reflective
documentation of the process as it
evolved. Over the 10-weekperiod,
students recorded decisions, changes,
and insights which shaped their art-

making and thinking in regard to the
mtmaking process. Without this reflective
documentation, an awareness of the
conceptual nature of the mtmaking
process would most likely have been lost
on many students. All of the students had
plior expetience with artmaking, but it is

professional contempormy miists as
revealed in artist intervie·ws (published
and video-recorded), mtworks, and
critical w1itings seeking evidence ofthe
artists' process in creating artworks.

doubtful that their attention had been so
directly engaged with the process itself.
Schon (1996b) argues this thesis

Students identified possible big ideas

He explains:

that informed each artist's practic.e and
considered how personal cmmections,
problem solving, knowledge, and bmmdmies assisted the mtist in explming and
expressing these big ideas. Howeve1~ this
was not sufficient in itself, but required
further elucidation through actual

regarding the reflective practitioner
when he desclibes 1'knowing in action.''
Sometimes we think about what we
are doing in the midst of performing
an act. When perfmn1ance leads to
surplise-pleasant or unpleasant~
the designer may respond by
reflection in action: by thinking

New Perspectives About the
Purposes of Artmaking
It was Slll})rising to discover how often
the students' commentmy expressed
strong sentirnents about increased confidence as an mtist and decidedly new
understandings of the role ofmean.ingmaking in artmaking. An experienced
Califon1ia mt teacher, Deborah, enrolled
in the online version of the course,
remarked, "I don't think my work will ever
be the same, and I look at all my former
work with derision and a bit of horror. I
feel much more confident about my work,
and more comfortable with it." Liz, an
Arnerican mt teacher working in Saudi
Arabia and also pmticipating in the online
version of the course, enthusiastically
observed, "I have finally found my own
mtist's voice. This process has expanded
my idea of what mt is about and how it
gets it's energy. I am still aware that I have
a long way to go in terms of technique, but
now I feel like I have something impmtant
to say in my work" Similarly, an Ohio
middle school mt teacher, Rita, confessed,
"I have lean1ed that I have something to
say.'' These remarks and others, including
those by undergraduates as well as
gradu&tes, evidence a significant change
in understandings about the purposes of

about what she is doing while doing

artmaking expe!iences. Schon (1985)

it, in such a way as to influence

observes that design students cannot
leam what their instructors mean until
they have plunged into designing.

fmtherdoing. (np)

"How can I possibly begin to write all that this
project and process has meant to me? From
the start, this project consumed my life."

Figure 2. Liz Blodgett, Welcome, 2002,
mixed media.
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mtmaking. DaJ.rlla1 an undergraduate/
typifies this change. She remarked:
\\~mt have I learned abol't
mtmaking? Being involved in the
project gave my mtmaking a focus
that it has never really had before.
To be required to think about one
idea for rnanyweeks creates a
sense of depth in arlmaking that
cannot be found in projects that are
hunied through. This project was
infused with a sense of meaning
that almost all of my previous
works lack 1\'Iuch of my mtmaking
expelience has been more skillbased; meaning was an afterthought. I much prefer this way of
working-where meaning comes
first 1 and skills are second.
The key to this ch·amatic change1 for
the lmdergraduates and graduates, was
primarily their encounter \'tr:ith big ideas
as a conceptual focus for mtrnaking.

Selecting a big idea with personal
relevance is a key factor in the efficacy
ofthe big idea for the mtmaking process.
Mollard (2003) finds that professional
mtists often conflate big ideas with their
own personal identity. Finding personal
connections was an explicit requirement
for the undergraduates and graduates and
it was often at this point that the project
and big idea came to life for them. Hester1
a :Missouri elementmy mt teacher who
focused her artmaking project on the big
idea of spitituality1 was motivated by
personal experiences she acquired \vhile
traveling in Japan. Hester observed1 "I
have made more connections with this
pmticular artmaking project, more than in
most of the mtmaking I have done in the
past. The difference is I have a personal
connection to the project and the
research for the knowledge base helped
to direct the progress." And Rita, an Ohio
mt teacher1 declared, ~<How can I possibly
begin to '"ite all that this project and
process has meant to me? From the stmt,
this project consumed my life.u
As a middle school teache1~ Rita found
personal and social meaning in investigating the idea of 1itnal in women's lives,
pmticularlyyoung girls. She e>:plored
female 1ituals tluough the creation of

several different artworks that incoqJorated diary andjoumal w1iting from
young girls who were e).'l)eriencing the
social pressures of today's teen-age world
and ymmg girls from over a hundred years
ago dming her grandmother's lifetime.

Pursuing Big Ideas:
Artmaking Problems
Altmaking problems abet the artmaking process as a plan for investigating
big ideas. Thus1 the mtist's construction of
a conceptual mtmaking problem becomes
critical in determining the depth at which
they pursue meaning and hence the
fecundity of meaning in their mtworks.
An analysis of the students' approaches to
constructing conceptual mtmaking
problems evidenced widely vmiant
results. Some students evolved big ideas
with inventiveness, depth 1 and complexity
while others produced much more
conventional and non-exceptional results.
One possible explanation for these
differences was the students' willingness
to delay closure dming the mtmaking
process. That is, some students kept their
options open throughout the mtmaking
process with opemwss to seeking new
solutions ratl~rthan relying upon more
obvious and nonnative possibilities for

Figure 3. Deborah Spatafore, Untitled, 2002,
mixed media.

Figure 4. Rita Walbeck, Diary, 2002, mixed media.
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What is it that artists do when they create artworks? How do artists pursue meaning?
expressing the big idea. They were also
receptive to reformulating the problem as
the process commenced.
Delay in closure often surfaces as an
impmtant factor in creativity research
that investigates problem finding and
problem solving. Mace's (1997) study of
the practices of 16 contempormy mtists
noted that frequently, as a result of
constant conceptual reevaluation and
reformulation, final solutions were
often forestalled. Getzel's and
Csikszentmihayli's (1976) seminal study
of Chicago A1t Institute mt students
recognized that the students who were
judged to be more creative tended not to
utilize pre-conceived ideas orplinciples,
but rather let the rutmaking solution
gradually emerge during the process.
Mollard (2003) finds that installation mtist
Ann Hamilton, video artist Bill Viola, and
technology mtist NamJune Paik consistently delay closure in the production of
their artworks. I also have discovered this
sh·ategy as it is utilized in the mtmaking
practice of contempormy mtists as
diverse as graffiti artist Keith Haring,
sculptor Claes Oldenburg, and installation
rutist and photographer Sandy Skoglund.
These mtists begin rutworks without
clear end-goals and engage cycles of
problem refmmulation throughout the
process. 4 F\uther, lvicCmthy and
Sherlock's (2001) transfonnational
method for drawing advocates
forestalling final solutions and actively
reshaping the problem tlu·oughout the
process. With this approach McCmthy
and Sherlock encourage flexibility and
invention by requhing students to "resist
the natural tendency to state the obvious"
and "not to seek out familiar landmarks."
The authors explain, "if they resmt to the
safety of the familiar they will cut
themselves off from their drawing's true
potential before it has even begun." The
evidence for the significance of delaying
closure with mtistic practice in order to
produce more substantive results is
convincing, but why do some mtists enact
it and others do not?
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Delay in closure is intimately related to
disposition in that it requires a high
degree oftolerance for ambiguity ru1d
immte cmiosity. Jay and Perkins (1997)
obse1ve, ~'abilities, knowledge, and strategies enable a person to problem find, and
contexts provide the stimulus, but it is
dispositions that actually promote the
initiation of problem finding" (p. 286).
These authors aclmowledge that the role
of disposition has barely been scratched
in creativity research, but it is definitely
needful in eA'}Jlaining how "an individual's
tendencies, such as openness to new
directions, fending off closure, or bias
for miginality, might influence the way
a problem occurs" (Jay & Perkins, 1997,
p. 287). These remarks parallel the
findings from my ov;'ll. research into
professional miistic practice. That is,
I have concluded that, although an mtist
might enact all of the elements ofthe
mtmaking process-big ideas, personal
connections, knowledge, mtmaking
problems, and boundaries-inventive
artworks, rich in possibilities for substantive meaning, are subject to the mtist's
handling of these elements. To investigate
this in the undergraduate and graduate
mtmakingprojects, I analyzed the
students' mtmaking process as to
whether the shtdent appeared to seek
closure or delay closure.

Seeking Closure/Delaying
Closure
The following is a description of the
steps one undergraduate unde1took in
delaying closure. Emily began her
exploration of the big idea of identity and
gender with the following comments:
Gender roles is such a broad
concept. There are a million
different avenues .. .it's overwhelming! In the past I have
explored gender roles through mt.
For one project, I burned feminist
slogans into clothing. In another
project, I explored how women
deal with anger. I wrote different
words in the air with fire and
captured it with a camera. These
both were explodng women and
gender roles. I would like to explore
a new and different aspect.

It appears obvious from Emily's
desc1iptions of previous mtworks that
she is a student who is 1villing and
inclined to take risks. F\uther, her
comments strongly indicate openness,
tolerance for ambiguity, and a willingness
to delay closure. For her mtmaking
project, she created a photographic series
built around une}qJected juxtapositions of
gendered objects such as a barbeque grill
topped with five fluffy pink camations
roasting over lighted coals, a pmtially
filled baby bottle with floating cigarette
butts positioned along side an open can of
powdered baby formula littered with
stubbed out cigarette butts, and a cropped
irnage of a male hand holding a flaming
cigarette lighter next to a metal hanuner
head. Emily explained her process for
conceptualizing this mtmaking problem,
stating:
Since gender roles are perpetuated
by the media, creating advertisements against gender roles would
be a way to use the media against
itself. This doesn't seem like a ve1y
miginal idea... it doesn't quite excite
m~ enough. What about creating
gender roles with non-human
things such as animals, plants, or
evenjust objects? \\~1at about
taking very specifically associated
genderecl actions and displacing
them into opposing situations?
How could I depict the destmction!
breakdown of gender roles? By
b1m1ing and melting? Melting could
be symbolic oftransfom1ing into
something else-the real you.
Creating something new out of the
old. It can also show a change in
gender roles-new gender
definitions created.
Looking back on the past year,
I realize that I have used fire a lot
as a medium in my artwork I feel as
though I have done so much I have
exhausted the possibilities. This
interests me to push further and see
if! can't find new ways to create art
using this medium. To n1ake it a
little more interesting, I would like
to extend it to heat.

Figure 5. Emily Hunt, Man Violent to Women, 2002, color photography.

This intemal dialogue between the
artist and herself reveals someone who
is stliving to push her thinking further,
rejecting repetitions of past artmaking,
seeking the novel and miginal over the
reliable and safe, raising questions, and
employing contradiction. Her remarks
demonstrate an impo1tant hallmark of
inventive miistic practice in recognizing
and indeed searching for contradictions
and ambiguities whereas more conventional attistic practice would disregard
these elements in favor of conespondences and similarities.
This example conh·asts with that of
less open students, undergraduates and
graduates, who demonsh·ated a proclivity
for closure and an acceptance of the
conventional. They posed few questions,
embraced the familiar, and sought
balance and stability. Tills of course is not
an unusual occunence; an inventmy of
artistic production from professionals or
student mtists could evidence similar
results. The idea that all mtists are not
equally inventive, inclined toward 1isk
taking, or engage in deeper critical
thinking is not a new finding, but it does
raise questions about the absence of such
traits. Is it a failure to conceive of
artmaking as a discovery process? Is it
misdirected attention? Is it the influence

Figure 6. Emily Hunt, Man Violent to Child, 2002, color photography.

of past artmaking experiences or the
lack of such expeliences? Is it factors of
disposition?
McCmthy and Sherlock (2001),
designers of the transformative drawing
approach desclibcd earlier, admit that the
process they reconunend with its cycles
of construction, deconshliCtion, and
reconstih1tion is extremely demanding.
Thus, in the classroom, they actively and
overtly promote a tolerance for ambiguity,
a search for the non-obvious, and a
process of constntction, deconstruction,
and reconstihttion. I suggest that such
manifest and directed pedagogy should be
considered. Successful professional
m1ists often practice m1making in this

mrumer, but expedence tells us that
students most likely will not embrace
m1making practice in this manner. It is
one thing to introduce shtdents to an
artmaking process or to instruct them to
engage it in a reflective mmmer, but it is
another for students to utilize the process
with invention m1d deeper critical
U1inking.
•
Acquainting students with the
mtmaking process and reflective practice,
as desclibed in this mticle, represents an
ii1itial first step. Thatis, eviclenced by the
response of the tmdergraduates and
graduates to the big idea, m1 mtmaking
process sh11ctured ru_·ound big ideas
mients students toward the notion that

"Looking back on the past year, I realize that
I have used fire a lot as a medium in my
artwork. Ifeel as though I have done so much
I have exhausted the possibilities. This interests
me to push further and see if I can't find new
ways to create art using this medium."
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rutmaking can be about meaningmaking
that has both personal m)d lm·ger social
consequences. Additionally, the use of big
ideas, personal connections, lmowledge,
ruimakingproblems, and boundruies
nomishes and enables the employment of
meaning in mtmaking. Space did not
pemlit a discussion of the role of the
knowledge base, but this aspect ofthe
process had considerable effect on
students' conshuction of more substantive meruting in theh· rutmaldng.
Further, the reflective aspect was a
highly significant factor in developing the
students' understanding about mtmaking
as a conceptual process. As one tmdergraduate, Andrew, remarked:
This course has given me the
oppmttmity to explore the process
of how I create mt. Tilis knowledge
can only benefit me as well as the
students that I will eventually teach.
I was amazed at how much more I
was able to draw out of my studio
experience by being aware of my
own creative process. While I do
not personally consciously ftmction
in the mannerht which the com-se
matelial was presented (big idea,
key concepts, lmowledge base,
bmmdmies, ect.[sic]) the course
has given me the vocabulmy to
clearly conummicate my ideas to
others. In a discipline where all too
often the process is based on
feelings, it is extremely helpful to
have a model that demonsh·ates the
concepts of the art:making process.

Conclusions
I strongly concm· with the notion that
artmaking crumot be reduced to a
fonnula, but I suggest that the sh<tcture of
the artmaking process as described in this
mticle is both sufficiently general and
specific enough to effectively direct
artmaking practice towanl meaning and
can function as a first step in developing
more substantive rutmaking practice.
This first step, howeve1; requires fmiher
instructional inte1vention, perhaps in the
fom1 of ove1t, directed student reflection
upon rutistic practices that charactelize
more inventive and c1itical rutistic activity
such as delaying closure, risk-taking,
actively searching for conh·aclictions,
rejecting the conventional and familiru;
and exhibiting tolerance for mnbigtlity.
Would it not behoove rut educators to
directly address these practices through
instmction rather tl1an sin1ply hoping that
students nlight employ them?

Sydney lValkeris associate prq{essor
of art education ·ln the Department of
ATtEclucation at The Ohio State
Un·lvers-ity, Colu.·mbus. E-mail:
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ENDNOTES
1The 10-week artmaking project was part of
tlu·ee tmdergraduate and graduate rut
education courses, 'The artmaking process:
How mtists think," taught by the author at The
Ohio State University, Cohm1bus, Ohio.
2 The·Ltmaking project required the 45 undergraduate and graduate sh1dents to individually
select a big idea and related topic; build a
lmowledge base about the big idea; set rutistic
bmmdaries with media, fonnal qualities,
subject matter, and context; constmct a
problem for explming the big idea; and
produce multiple mtworks based upon this
foundation. Fomteen graduate students were
enrolled in an online version of the course,
4 graduate students pruticipated in an
independent study version of the course, and
27 undergraduates attended a traditional
classroom setting for the course. Tlu·oughout
the rutmaking project, students posted their
commentaty and mtworks on a personal
website that becan1e the basis for my analysis
oft heir understandings of the rutmaking
process.

3 All shtdent commentmy detives from the
undergraduate and graduate student websites
as a requirement for the mtmaking project.
4Referto Walket~ S. (2001). Altists' ways of
working. In Teaclling ·meaning in artmaking.
Worcester, l\IA: Davis Publications.

